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MECHANICAL DESIGN PROBLEMS WITH UNILATERAL CONTACT (*)

Michal KOCVARA ( ] ), Michael ZIBULEVSKY (2) and Jochem ZOWE ( ] )
Abstract — We formulate two problems of optimal design for mechanical structures in unilatéral contact the truss topology problem and
the matenal design problem for elastic bodies In both cases we consider gênerai multi-load formulations, wherefor each load-case we may
have different set of contact constraints (ngid obstacles) We show that both problems (after discretizatwn of the latter one) can be rewritten
as mathematical programs, which only differ in the character of the input data but otherwise have identical structure and thus allow the same
algonthmic approach We propose an itérative optimizatwn algorithm based on penalty-barner methods A series of numencal examples
demonstrates the usabihty and efficiency of our approach © Elsevier, Paris
Résumé — Nous formulons deux problèmes de conception optimale de structures mécaniques avec contacts unilatéraux topologie des
armatures et distribution du matériau pour corps élastiques Pour ces deux problèmes, nous considérons des formulations générales
multi-charges dans lesquelles les ensembles de contact peuvent être différents pour chaque cas de charge (obstacles rigides) Nous montrons
que les deux problèmes (après discrétisation du second) peuvent être reformulés comme des problèmes d'optimisation qui ne diffèrent que
par la nature des données mais de structure identique par ailleurs, ce qui permet le même traitement algorithmique Nous proposons un
algorithme itératif utilisant les fonctions de pénalité-barrière. Une série d'exemples numériques témoigne de Vapplicabilité et de Vefficacité
de notre approche. © Elsevier, Pans

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the basic problems of structural engineering reads: For a given set ofboundary conditions and a given
set of loads, find the stiffest structure o f a given volume that is able to carry the loads. Very often, the boundary
conditions are given by means of supports or obstacles with which the body is in unilatéral contact. Such
unilatéral contact conditions introducé into the problem a new level of difficulty. In simple situations, when we
can guess that the support "will be used", we can replace the contact condition by a standard (bilatéral) boundary
condition: we fix the respective nodes and thus simplify the problem. Ho wever, in many problems, in particular
when the shape of the structure changes, the behaviour of the nodes or boundaries is unpredictable. Then we have
to include the unilatéral contact conditions into our model.
In this paper we study two variants of the above problem: a classical and a modem one. In the first variant,
the structure to carry the loads consists of bars that are connected at joints (so-called truss). The design variables
are the bar volumes and the goal is to choose the volumes (where the total volume is limited) such that the truss
becomes as stiff as possible. In mathematical terms we maximize (with respect to bar volumes) the minimal (with
respect to displacements) potential energy of the structure.
It is well-known that one can usually improve the optimal truss design by changing the position of the joints.
To simulate als o this aspect, we work with so-called ground-structure approach: We embed the truss mto a dense
mesh of potential bars and joints, which contains the starting layout and select from this fine mesh an optimal
substructure. The price for this approach is the tremendous increase in the dimension of the problem. However,
(*) Manuscript received July 25, 1996 Revised November 13, 1996
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using the ideas mtroduced by Ben-Tal and Bends0e [6] for the problems without contact, we can reformulate the
problem as a lmearly quadratically constramed program that can be efficiently solved by the powerful modifiedbarrier or mtenor-point methods mtroduced in [9], [17], see Section 4
In the second variant, the wanted structure is a two- or three-dimensional continuüm elastic body The design
variables are the material properties which, in this approach, may vary from point to point The objective is the
same as in the first approach we maximize (with respect to matenal properties) the minimum potential energy,
which characterizes the state of equilibnum for a given matenal under a given load The problem looks quite
comphcated at a first glance in two (three) dimensions, the design vanables are the six (twenty one) éléments
of the symmetnc elasticity tensor But we can analytically reduce it to a problem with only one design vanable
— the trace of the elasticity tensor, m analytical terms this corresponds to the bar volume in the first approach
The éléments of the optimal matnx are then fully recoverable from the optimal trace This idea goes back to
Bends0e et al [10] The reduced problem is discretized by the fimte element method to get a mathematical
program which is identical with that for the truss approach The only différence is in the character of the input
data, namely geometry matnces of bars on one hand and finite element matrices on the other hand Hence the
software developed for the truss approach can be almost immediately used m this framework of matenal
optimization, with the only change m the input-data part
Let us emphasize that in our formulation of both problems and m the subséquent analysis, the contact conditions
present no difficulty and introducé no additional work for the optimization algonthm
The truss topology problem with contact has been recently studied by Klarbrmg et al [18] and Peterson and
Klarbnng [23] The first paper, however, mtroduces one more design vanable — the position of the obstacles and
one more constraint — the sum of obstacle distances to the particular nodes should be zero This, although it
seems to complicate it, enables to reduce the problem to a Imear program Here we consider the position of the
obstacles as mput data (as well as other boundary conditions together with the magnitude and position of the
forces) A polemic on the advantages and disadvantages of the two formulations is left to the reader The second
paper [23] brings similar theoretical results as our Section 2 1 but does not mclude a numerical approach What
we believe is essentially new in our approach is the treatment of the multi-load contact problem Moreover, we
show that for each load-case we may define a different set of contact conditions (obstacles), covermg thus very
gênerai scénarios
Petersson [21] and Petersson and Hashnger [22] have considered the continuüm case, too However, they use
the vanable thickness approach (the matenal is given and the design vanable is the thickness of a two-dimensional
sheet) which usually leads to different designs (it is mdeed a different problem), see Section 3 4 In our opinion,
the vanable thickness approach is less gênerai m the context of topology optimization and has no counterpart in
the three-dimensional space There are further approaches to the continuüm problem, e g , the relaxation approach
[4] or the homogemzation method [11], see the introduction to Section 3 Our version has the advantage that it
can be quite naturally generahzed to contact problems, m particular, it is parallel to the truss topology problem,
allowmg us to apply our powerful numerical intenor-point technique

2. THE DISCRETE CASE: TRUSS DESIGN

In this chapter we formulate and analyze the single- and multi-load problem of truss topology design based on
the ground-structure approach The truss is in fnctionless contact with a set of ngid obstacles We prefer to work
with a saddle-pomt formulation for the potential energy For problems without contact, this formulation is
equivalent to the minimum-compliance problem However, after introducmg contact conditions, the two formulations are no longer equivalent and the minimum-compliance problem is almost impossible to solve numencally,
whereas the 'potential energy' problem can be reformulated as a smooth convex optimization problem which is
open to modern intenor-point and penalty-bamer methods This reformulation has been recently mtroduced by
Ben Tal and Bends0e [6] (see also [19]) We will see that the contact conditions fit very naturally mto this analysis
and present no additional work for the numencal optimization algonthm
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2.1. The single-load problem with contact: problem formulation
In truss optimization we want to design a pin-jointed framework (so-called truss) which is as stiff as possible
under a given load ƒ. The problem is modelled by a mesh of N tentative nodal points in Udim, where dim is 2 for
planar and 3 for spatial tinsses. Each two of these N nodes can be connected by a bar and thus we have
m = N(N- l)/2 bars at our disposai, which are assumed to be slender and of constant mechanical properties
characterized by their Young's moduli Ei<t i = 1, ..., m. We consider the system under load, i.e., forces
f e i^ im are acting at some nodes j . They are aggregated in a vector ƒ, where we put f} — 0 for nodes that are
not under load. This external load f is transmitted along the bars causing displacements of the nodes that make
up the state vector u. Let p be the number of fixed nodal coordinates, i.e., the number of components with
prescribed discrete homogeneous boundary condition. We omit these fixed components from the problem
formulation reducing thus the dimension of u to
n = dim . N — p .
Analogously, the external load ƒ is considered as an element from Un.
The design variables in the system are the bar volumes tv ..., tm by which the designer can control the
displacement vector u. To describe the interrelation between the tt 's (controls) and u 's (state variables), we need
the n x n geometry-stiffness matrix

of the i bar, where lt is the length of this bar and yi the n-vector of direction cosines. The yt 's locate the bars
in the starting configuration and yTxu measures the bar elongation resulting from the displacement u. We work here
in the framework of a linear theory. Hence, for a given volume vector
t := (tv ..., tm)T ^ 0Rm

(i.e. tt ^ 0 for all/) ,

the assembled n x n stiffness matrix of the system becomes

A(O:=i>,A,.

(2.1)

1=1

The matrix A(t) is linear in tx and Er Hence it is no restriction to assume from now on that Et = const for all
i, since changes in Ex can be simulated by changes in tr This is in sharp contrast to the development in Chapter 3.
For fixed t, the potential energy of the corresponding truss as a function of the displacement u is given by
nt(u):=\uTA(t)u-fu

(2.2)

and the system is in equilibrium (i.e., the inner and the outer forces balance each other) for u which rrünimizes
the potential energy
min n(u).

(2.3)

As a nonnegative sum of dyadic products At, the matrix A(t) is symmetrie and positive semidefinite. Thus
IJt( . ) is a convex function and the mmimizers in (2.3) are characterized by the linear equality in u {state
équation)
A(t)u=f
vol. 32, n° 3, 1998
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with the (négative) minimal value
)=\

The 'min' in (2.3) and (2.5) should be understood as - ~ if (2.4) has no solution for the given t. Throughout
we make the assumption
linear huil of{yv ..., ym) = Un ,

(2.6)

which ensures that
A{ t) is positive definite for t > 0

(i.e., ^ > 0 for all Q .

(2.7)

Thus there are always values t for which (2.4) has a solution, i.e., the corresponding 'min' in (2.5) is a fînite value.
m

The goal of the designer consists now in finding t ^ 0 under a volume constraint 2 tt = V, for which the
(négative) minimal potential energy becomes as large as possible. The resulting design problem reads as (we write
IT{ty u) instead of JJt(u) whenever we want to emphasise the role of t as a variable):
max min U(t,u),
1 e

r

T

(2.8)

U € Un

i

where we put T := -\ t s Rm \t ^ 09 ^ it= V f. In Section 2.2 we will see that assumption (2.6) ensures
existence of 'max' and 'min' in (2.8) and below.
From (2.5) we get a reformulation of (2.8) (we skip a factor - 1 )
min

< ~f u\f& O, 2jtt=

u =ƒ} .

V,A(t)u=f> .

(2.9)

Version (2.9) is called minimization of compliance and is more popular than (2.8) in truss optimization. We will
see, however, that in our context one should prefer (2.8) to (2.9).
The above objective of selecting an efficient bar System is called topology optimization. Version (2.8) is a
max-min problem and the equivalent reformulation (2.9) surfers from nonconvex constraints A(t) u —f Hence,
straightforward numerical approaches do not seem to exist, neither to (2.8) nor to (2.9). What makes matters even
worse is the fact that we would like to study (2.8) or (2.9), respectively, in the so-called ground-structure context.
This technique aims at simulating additional 'moves' of the nodes (geometry aspect) by starting from an extremely
dense mesh of tentative nodes and bars. Thus the dimensions n and m in (2.8) and (2.9) will be very high, typically
n order 102 - 103 and m even 103 - 105. It is Carathéodory's theorem which ensures that the optimized truss
gets along with only some few of the hundreds of potential nodes and ten thousands of potential bars; see, e.g.
[19].
We now come to the central subject of this paper and suppose that some of the nodes have to stay within 'boxes'
given by rigid obstacles. Such side conditions arise in a natural way in many engineering applications and are
thus a 'must' for realistic modelling. We will treat such additional conditions in the framework of (2.8) and will
only shortly touch the corresponding extension of (2.9) at the end of this section. The reason for this is twofold.
First, such supplementary conditions perfectly fit into the max-min formulation (2.8), whereas they lead to clumsy
additonal variables in (2.9). Second, and this is more important in this numerical paper: to the contact version of
(2.8) we can directly apply the powerful modified-barrier and interior-point codes, which were recently developed
for (a straightforward rephrasing of) (2.8) (see [9], [17]).
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We study the case of frictionless and adhesioiüess unilatéral contact coming from rigid obstacles associated with
certain nodes. In mathematical language, the obstacles are given by linear inequalities stating that the displacements of the associated nodes cannot exceed given prescribed values in certain directions. Assume that, altogether,
we have r conditions (nodal obstacles)
(2.10)

gi9 i= 1, ..., r,

- v( u

where vt is the vector of direction cosines of the normal to the obstacle surface and gi e 18 is the distance of this
surface to the associated node, see figure 1. We may have several obstacles for a particular node and allow the
case of 'négative' distance gt, i.e., the node is forced to move in the direction vt by at least gv Some typical
situations covered by our model are depicted in figure2 (Jig. 2(c) shows an example with négative gt 's).

Figure 1. — Obstacle for the ï-th node of a truss.

(o)

(b)
Figure 2. — Ëxamples of different obstacles.

With the r x n matrix

C:=-

vol 32, n° 3, 1998
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and the vector g := (gv ..., gr)T e Ur we put
Un \Cu ^ g ) .

K-~{UG

(2.11)

This set has to be added as an additional constraint to (2.3), i.e., to the inner 'min' in (2.8):
min77,(w).

(2.12)

For given f, (2.12) characterizes the state of equilibrium of a truss in contact with an obstacle. Thus the design
problem (2.8), enriched by contact conditions, becomes
maxminY7(f, u) .

(2.13)

/ e T u e. K

Obviously, (2.12) and (2.13) only make sensé for
K^

0 ,

(2.14)

which we assume throughout the following. Problem (2.13) differs from (2.8) only by the additional linear
constraint Cu ^ g and it turns out that we can copy the technique, developed in [7], [19] for the contact-free
problem (2.8), to prove existence of optimal solutions also for (2.13) and to dérive an efficient code for Computing
optimal design vectors t. This will be done in the following.
We start with a simple reformulation which serves as a basis for our numerical approach. By a standard
Minimax Theorem (see e.g. [27]), we may switch 'max' and 'min' in the concave-convex problem (2.13) and get
( 2.13 ) = min max 77( t, u ) .
«e K te T

For each fixed M, the inner 'max' is a linear problem in t:

max/7U u)=maf(%uTAlu-fu,

...,^-uTAu-fu)\

and thus, by LP-theory, only the extremal points t ~ ei G [Rm( Ï = 1, ..., m) of the feasible set T play a rôle when
minimizing over t. Hence (2.13) reduces to minimization of a finite max-function:
(2.13) = rrûnF(«)

with

F(u) := j max^ (^uTAi

u -f

w) .

(2.15)

F is a nonsmooth convex function whose minimization requires special software. Such software exists and has
been successfully applied in the truss context for moderate dimensions m and n ([3]). An approach, which can
also deal with extremely large m and n, relies on a standard reformulation of (2.15) by adding an auxiliary
variable a
(2.13) =

min

\a-fu\Cu

a € R, « e Un l

^ g,a^

\u
L

A ufori=
l

1,..., m\ .

(2.16)

J

The linearly-quadratically constrained problem (2.16) is open to the powerful modem modified-barrier methods
and interior-point codes introduced in [9], [17]; see Section 4.
In Section 2.2 we will show that (2.16) always has an optimal solution (a*, u) and that this u together with
the Lagrange multiplier vector t of the quadratic constraints in (2.16) yields a solution of our original problem
(2.13). We add that the mentioned modified-barrier and interior-point methods provide such t 'for free' when
sol ving (2.16).
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Let us come back to the point that, when adding contact conditions, we prefer the max-min formulation (2.8)
to the equivalent min-compliance problem (2.9). As pendant to the optimality condition (2.4) for (2.3), we get for
(2.12).
1 : The vector u e 15" is a (global) optimal solution of (2.12) for given t ^ 0 if and only if there
exists p* G U which together with u satisfies
PROPOSITION
r

Cu ^ g

and p =£ 0

A(t) u -f-CTp*
*z\

P\Cu-g)

=0

(2.17)

= 0.

Proof: For given t 5= 0 the minimization (2.12) is a convex quadratic problem in u and thus the
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions (2.17) are necessary and sufficient for the optimality of u .
•
The Lagrange-multiplier vector p \ associated with the non-penetration constraint Cu ^ g has a physical
meaning: it is the reaction vector of the nodal contact forces and is not known a priori.
Using (2.17), the minimal value in (2.12) becomes

(and, after some simple arithmetic)

= \u{f+ CTp) -fu\ust
\

T

\

(217)holds

T
ust

(2 17)holds

By inserting (2.18) into (2.13) (just as (2.5) into (2.8)), we obtain as minimal compliance formulation for the
problem with contact constraints (we skip again the factor - 1 )
min

\\f

u-\gTp\t<E

T\ u and/? s.t. (2.17) holds} .

(2.19)

Note that (2.19) is a nonconvex problem which is almost impossible to solve numerically (in this formulation),
even for small numbers n, m and r !

2.2. The single-load problem with contact: existence of solution
Recall our original problem (2.13) and its substitute (2.16)
max min 77( r, u )
fe T

min
vol. 32, n° 3, 1998
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K

with II(t, u) =~ u A(t) u -f

u

(2.20)

Z

\oL~f u\ot 2= \ u A u for i = 1, „., m, and u G K\ ,

(2.21)
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with the feasible sets

te Um \t 5= 0,
• !

\Cu ^ g) .
The existence of an optimal solution for (2.20) is a direct conséquence of a standard saddle-point theorem (see
[27]).
T H E O R E M 2 : Problem

(2.20)

has an optimal

solution

(**, u ) .

Theorem 2 together with the next statement implies that also (2.21) has an optimal solution.
T H E O R E M 3 : If (t , u ) zs a saddle-point
optimal
solution
to (2.21).

for (2.20)

then

( a , w ) vwY/z a

:= m a x

-^uAu—fuisan

Proof: From Section 2.1 we know that
max min IT(t, u) =

min

\ a -fTu\a

^ w uT A u for i = 1, ..., m, and ME Jf .

(2.22)

The claim follows easily from this.
•
In our numerical approach we will solve (2.21). The next resuit says how to recover a solution of our original
problem (2.20) from the solution of (2.21).
4: Suppose that ( a , u ) solves (2.21) with the multipliers X G Rm andp G Mr for the quadratic
and contact constraints, respectively. Put t :— X V. Then (t ,u ) is a saddle-point for II(t, u), Le.,
THEOREM

n(t,u)**n(t\u)**n(t*9u)

forallte

T and u G K.

(2.23)

Proof: (2.21) is a convex problem and thus optimality of ( a , u ) is characterized by the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
conditions: there exists X* G Um, X~ ^ 0, and p G Ur, p" ^ 0 such that

i K=i
jA(X*)u

-f-

C1p = 0

X\y a+ - 2 uT' At M* J = 0
p*T(Cu-q)

a)
for i = 1, ..., m

= 0.

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

From (i) and (iii) we get by summing up

and thus
a* -^u*TA(t*)u

=0.

(2.24)
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Now, for arbitrary t e T, the feasibility a* 5= -^uT Axu implies

^{

^

x

}

0 fori= 1, ..., m

and, summing up again,

a -\u7A(t)

u ^0.

This together with (2.24) shows
IT( Uu) ^ n( t*, u)

for t<E T.

To prove the right-hand side inequality in (2.23), note that (ii) and (iv) imply

^uT A({)u -f u s= ^uTA(t*)u-fu

for M e K

and thus

n(t\u)

^ n(t\u)

for we K .

m
2.3. The multi-load and 'multi-obstacle' problem
Let us now assume that we have several load cases and want to find the stiffest truss which can carry the
different loads fk, k = 1,..., M. The development is analogous to the single-load case (it is just more technical),
so we skip here the existence theorems and refer to the literature. As in the single-load case, we start with a
non-standard formulation of the problem based on minimization of potential energy, show that it is equivalent to
the classic al 'minimum-compliance' formulation and then add the contact conditions.
First let us assume that we have a given volume vector

To each load f (k = 1, ..., M) there exists a displacement vector uk (unique whenever t > 0 ) , which minimizes
the potential energy
nkt(uk):=\(uk)TA(t)uk-(f)Tuk.

(2.25)

Looking for a 'better' design vector t, we have to décide which load case is relevant with respect to the designer' s
point of view. A conservative way is to look for the so-called worst case design (cf., e.g. [15]) where we consider
the minimum of the potential énergies over the load cases:
min

min /?*(«*) .

(2.26)
m

Now, analogously to the single-load case, we want to find t 5= 0 under a volume constraint 2 tt = V, for which
the minimal potential energy (2.26) is as close to zero as possible (cf. (2.8)):
max

min min Uk( t, u ) .

( e r U H ¥ *

vol. 32, n° 3, 1998
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Again, using (2.5), we can rewrite (2.27) as

min i minM j ± (ƒ ) r uk \t * 0 , ^ = V9A(t) u = ƒ } ;

(2.28)

this is the Standard minimum-compliance formulation of the multi-load problem (cf. Achtziger [1,2]).
In order to get rid of the 'discrete' min-term in (2.27), we introducé the set

M

f
:= < l

<E

1

UM | AA ^ O for jfc = 1, ..., M, ^ ^ = l \

and formulate (2.27) equivalently as

J

uk- (/)V)}

J) ^tffMO

(2.29)

with the notation u = ((w 1 ) r , (w 2 ) r , ..., (uM)T)T e RM"n. Now, analogously to (2.13), we can introducé the
contact conditions uk ^ K with ,fiT being defined in (2.11). Our approach allows us to deal with an interesting
generalization by working with different constraint sets
f k

|C M

for different load-cases & = 1, ,,.,M. This means that for each load-case we may have a different set of obstacles.
As a special case, we can consider a problem where all the loads are the same (fc=f9k~
1,..., M) but the
sets Kk are different. In other words, we want to find the stiffest truss which is subject to one load but which, in
different situations, has different obstacles.
The available scénarios are schematically depicted in figure 3: (a) présents a single-load case with one obstacle;
(b) a scenario with two load-cases and one coramon obstacle; in (c) we have one load but two obstacles for two
different situations and in (d) two load-cases with two different obstacles.
The combined multi-load & multi-obstacle problem analogous to (2.13) reads as:

^

{

2

^

(

)

)

(2.30)

with K:=KlxK2x
• • • x KM, Copying steps which led from (2.13) to (2.15) we can rewrite (2.30) as
a displacement-only problem (for technical details, see [1]):

m i n m i n m a x j ^ Xk{^ ( u f A uk - ( / ) V ) [ .

(2.31)

With the change of variables
s:=VX,

v:=*
S

we get a numerically more tractable problem
'
'
gràiss. {|~~ (Ic^y-

'

(2.32)
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Figure 3. — Available scénarios for multi-load & multî-obstacle problems.

with the new feasible sets

Q:=QlxQ2x

- • - xQM,

Qk := {v G Um \Ck v ^ skgk},

k = 1, .... Af

according to the change of variables.
In the final step, we rewrite (2.32) as a smooth (but nonconvex) problem by adding an auxiliary variable a (cf.
(2.16)):
M

minimize a - ^S\ sAf*)7 vk subject to s e S
s, », a

(T\

vke

Qk,

ife=l,...,M

(2.33)

M
^

Jk=l

2.4. Examples

In this section we present results of two numerical examples. The notation used in the pictures should be clear
from figure 4.
Example 1: We consider a truss of length-height 10 x 1 with 17 x 7 nodes and 4322 tentative bars (each
two nodes are connected by a bar). As shown in figure 5(e), the truss is supported from below at four points and
is subject to two load-cases: the first one consists of forces applied at two upper corners, the second one of a force
at the upper middle node. We could consider it to be a crâne in a factory, moving on two pairs of rails.
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T
loadsfor
multi-load
case

unilatéral support
trom below

V"

V " loadfor
single-load
f case

f

^

node fixed in
vertical direction

d|Stant un||atera|

support
Figure 4. — Notation.

Figure 5(a) shows the optimal truss for multi load problem without considenng contact, i e , the four supported
nodes arefixed m the vertical direction In the next four figures (b)-(e) we consider unilatéral contact conditions
First we present a solution when we collect all the forces into one load-case (figure 5(b)) It resembles the previous
design and uses, in fact, all the supportmg nodes The next figures (c) and (d) show optimal designs for only one
load-case the first and the second one, respectively Truss from figure (c) uses only the two outer supports, while
the truss on figure (d), apparently, only the two mner supports Fmally, figure 5(e) shows an optimal truss for the
fuil multi-load contact problem It is a kmd of reinforcement of the truss from figure (c) and uses the two outer
supports m the first load-case and the inner supports in the second load-case A companson of (a) and (e) shows
how much is the optimal structure mfluenced by the different (bilatéral and unilatéral) contact conditions
Example 2 Now we take a truss of length height 5 x 1 , again with 17 x 7 nodes and 4322 potential bars,
and support it from below by two supports at the lower corners and one distant support for the lower middle node
Needless to say, this situation cannot be simulated by classical (bilatéral) boundary conditions, in principal Again,
we have two load-cases, as depicted in figure 6(b) In figure 6(a) we collect the two forces in one load case, while
figure 6(b) présents the resuit for the gênerai multi-load contact problem

3. THE CONTINUÜM CASE. MATERIAL OPTIMIZATION

In this chapter we study the case of a continuüm structure There are two tracks one can foliow either we work
with one matenal and ask how to distnbute this matenal m space, or we consider the material îtself as a functwn
of the space variable x The first approach is the direct extension of the discrete truss problem from Chapter 2
It is known, however, that the mfimte-dimensional pendants of (2 8) and (2 9) may have no solutions m the sensé
of a 0/1 distribution of one given matenal They way out of this difficulty is to introducé the concept of relaxation
which has been developed over the recent years (see, e g [4, 11])
We will follow the second track of variable material, which at a first glance looks more complex but it is not
The question possesses an answer in the enlarged design space and it is numerically tractable after some analysis
which reduces the unknown design matrix function E( . ) to the trace of E as unknown After a standard fimte
element discretization, we end up with a problem of form (2 8) where the rôle of the design vector t is now played
by the trace of E Then the way is open for our software developed for the discrete truss case
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Figure 5. — Resul ts for Example 1.

The idea to treat the material as a function of the space variable x goes back to Bends0e et al [10]. We follow
their proposai and sketch only in short the problem formulation, the existence of a solution in the infinitedimensional setting and the mathematical steps which lead to a discretized version of form (2.8).
In order to avoid a too heavy notation, we study the problem in (R and deal with the single-load case only.
Everything carries over immediately to M3.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. — Results for Exemple 2.

3.1. The single-load problem with contact: problem formulation
be a bounded domain with a Lipschitz boundary JH. We use the standard
Throughout the following, let Q
2
and
[
/
/
Q
(
O
)
]
for
Sobolev
spaces of functions u : Q
notation
I/9M.

1 2

e

u

=

ÖU

j\

By u = (uv w2) e [H (Q)]
we dénote the displacement vector, by iJ( )
'ö\7i
*~ â — )
h (small-)strain
( l l ) i
d by
b at{i^j
{ij — 1,
1 2 ) the
h stress tensor. Just
J
i Chapter
Ch
2 we assume that
y = 11, 2 the
tensor and
as in
2,
our system is governed by the linear Hooke's law, i.e., the stress is a linear function of the strain
o — Ee

(in tensor notation o = Etjkg ek£) ,

where E is the so-called (plain-stress) elasticity tensor of order 4. In our context, it will be convenient to interpret
the symmetrie 2-tensors e and a as vectors

= (elv é?22, ei2)

e R,

a = (alva22,

ol2)

e
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matrix

E=
We stress once more that in our approach not only e and er but also E is a function of the space variable x\ to
emphasize this, we will sometimes write E{ . ) instead of E, To include the 0/1-case of material/no-material, it
is natural to work with
[L"(O)] 3 x 3

(in short: E e

Just as in the discrete case we assume that our elastic body is in frictionless unilatéral contact with a rigid
obstacle. Assume that the obstacle can be described by a function <p e C°( ER ) in a local coordinate System
(£19 £ 2 ). A typical situation is depicted in figure 7. We locate the System ( £ p £ 2 ) such that £>l is normal and
£2 tangential to F at some point P in the expected contact part of the boundary locally described by a Lipschitz
function y/ G C a i ( R ) :

Figure 7. — Local coordinate System for the obstacle <p.

(3.1)
The contact (non-penetration) condition is then:
^

for ail £2 G [a, b]

where u^ is the displacement in the direction of £ r
We consider the partitioning of the boundary F into three parts: F= F1KJ F2^J Fc, where Fv F2 and Fc are
open in f a n d r 2 n T c = 0. Further we put Jf = {u G [ H 1 ^ ) ] 2 |M( = 0 on Fx for / = 1 or 2 or for both},
i.e., [Hl(Q)]2 c J f C [ Z ^ 2
Finally, we define the set of admissible displacements as

K := {u E: 3ff\u^ ^ y/(Ç2) - (p(^2) for all £2
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To exclude rigid-body displacements, we assume in the rest of this chapter that the set
{v e K\vx = al+ bxv v2 = a2 + bx2, av a2G U, b G R arbitrary}

is empty.
For the elasticity tensor E and a given external load function ƒ e [L2(r2)]2, the potential energy of an elastic
body as a function of the displacement function u is given by (compare (2.2) for the discrete case)
n(E,u)=\

hE(x)e(u(x)),e(u(x)))dx-\

JQZ

Jr2

f(x).u(x)dx.

The system is in equilibrium for u which minimizes the potential energy over the admissible set, i.e.,
min IJ(E,u).
we K

V

J

Now the goal of the designer consists in finding some matrix function E( . ) under suitable constraints such that
the above 'min' is as big as possible. Physics tells us that the elasticity matrix has to be symmetrie and positive
semidefinite on all of Q, what we write as
E(x) ^ 0 forallxGD

(or, in short: E ^ 0 ) .

To exclude trivial solutions (the 'best' material is of stiffness 'infinity' for all x G Q ) we introducé the trace of
E as a cost function
\xE(x) =Enn(x)

+ E2222(x) + E12l2(x)

and consider only E with

Ja

tr£(x)<£c ^ V

for some positive V. From £ ^ 0 w e know that tr E(x) ^ 0 for all x G Q and, to exclude singularities, we
further require with some t > 0
0 ^ tr E(x) ^ t for all x G Q .
Thus, in mathematical language, our design problem becomes
max

min IT(E, u ) .

(3.3)

•i

0 ^ tr E =£ f

The existence of an optimal solution follows from a well-known saddle-point argument (see, e.g., [12], [14]).
THEOREM

5: Problem (3.3) has an optimal solution (E*, u ) G trio)

X

K.

Proof: Any saddle-point of (3.3) is a solution of (3.3). The existence of such a saddle-point follows from [12]
if we can guarantee that
(i) 77( . , u) : LT(Q) —» U is concave and continuous in the weak*-topology for each fixed u G K ;
(ii) /!(£',. ) : K —» U is convex and continuous in the topology of [^(Q)]2
for each fixed E G trio),
E =? 0 ;
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:= <
J E G L°°(Ü)\E
L°°(Ü)\E^^ O,
0, \f tr
trE dx ^ V> c:L°°(£2) is convex and weak*-compact;
(iii) the set 0> :=
(iv) 77( £ , M ) is coercive on iT in w for suitable £ .
Conditions (i) and (ii) hold trivially. From E ^ 0 and 0 ^ tr E ^ t it easily follows that E G ^ lies in a norm
bail of LT{Q) which implies the weak*-compactness of SP and thus (iii). Finally, the proof of (iv) is somewhat
more techical; it is based on the Korn's inequality and can be found, e.g., in [16, Theorem 2.2.5].
•
3.2. Analytic réduction of E( . ) to trace of E( . )
Given the existence of an optimal E*, we ask how to 'compute' this matrix function E*. The crucial step lies
in a clever reformulation of (3.3), which allows a partial analytic maximization with respect to E and leaves us
with a maximum-problem in u and the trace of E as unknowns.
We start with a technical resuit. Note that the auxiliary function p G L°°(Q) in (3.4) is oiüy a scalar function.
PROPOSITION

6: It holds that

max

min77(£,w)=

E<EL~,E^OU<EK

max min J
P&L™

txEdx ^ V

max

MG *: 1 J Q |

^ (Ee(u), e(u)) \ dx +

E(X) ^ o

J

ƒ . u dx l .
Jr2

(3.4)

J

I pdx ^ V
JÜ

JQ
0 ^ tr E ^ t

0^ p^ t

Proof: With p G LT(Q) we can split the 'max' in (3.3) as follows:
(3.3 ) =

max max min 77(E,u) .

l

: L™

£ ^ 0 M e ÜT
t r £ = /?

;y

0 ^ p^t

Here we use the fact that the absolute value of an off-diagonal element my of a symmetrie positive definite matrix
M is bounded from above by y/m^m~, hence the condition E G L°°, E 5= 0 can be replaced by tr E G L°°,
E ^ 0. Items (i)-(iii) in the proof of Theorem 6 teil us that we can switch the inner 'max-min' in the last
expression:
(3.3) =

max min max J1(E, u) .
pe V

l

MG K

E^O

Q
0 sS p ^ t

The constraints on E under the inner 'max' are of local nature only (the global part ' \ p dx ^ V is separated
and assigned to the outer 'max') and thus we can put the inner 'max' under the intégral and compute E(x)
pointwise; this proves the claim.
•
We use standard LP theory to 'compute' the E(x) under the intégral in (3.4) for each fixed x G Q.
7: Fix u e K and p G Vit})
of p and u becomes
THEOREM

p
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Proof For each fixed x G Q, the 'max' under the intégral in (3 4) is a function of E(x) only (we skip the x)
max « e Ee

(3 6)

This is a linear program on the cone of symmetrie positive sermdefinite matrices The extremal rays of this cone
are the dyadie products and thus E^" must be of the form bbT for a suitable b e R3 Hence m (3 6) we essentially
maximize the term

with respect to b and the maximum will be obtained for b = ae with a ^ 0 A second look at the constraints
in (3 6) yields
TPP

«

1

_ JT

tr [ee J

Remark For a fixed x e Q, let us change the coordinate system such that the new coordmates coalign with the
mam stram directions denoted by ex(x), e2(x) (Recall that the main stram directions are the (orthogonal)
eigenvectors of the matrix
by

An
V21

) Hence, in the new coordinate system, the optimal maten al matrix is given

/

6*

P^.

2

/'T

(eve2,0)T =

(3 7)

e

/'T

2\ 0
\

0

0

0

The optimal maten al (3 7) is orthotropic and has zero sheanng stiffness Thus the matenal can only carry s train
fields which are rescalings of the given stram field for which the optirmzation was undertaken
By ïnsertmg (3 5) into (3 4) and noting that tr [eeT] = eT e, we end up with
THEOREM 8 The optimal matenal problem (3 3) reduces to

(3 3)=

max

min { f \± p(x) (e(u(x)\ e(u(x)))] dx - \

f(x).u{x)dx\

(3 8)

0 ^ p !£ r

r/zi5 problem has an optimal solution {p , u ) /rom which an optimal E can be recovered according to (3 5)
Proof The existence of an optimal solution (/?*, w*) follows just as in the proof of Theorem 6 The rest is
obvious
•
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3.3. Discretized problem
So far, our considérations were carried out in an infinite-dimensional context. To be able to solve (3.8)
numerically, we have to discretize it. For the discretization we use thefinite element method. At this point we
remark, that our reduced problem (3.8) is a special case of the so-called variable-thickness sheet problem
max

min ( f \±h(x)(E(x)e(u(x)),e(u(x)))]dx-

f f(x).u(x)dx\ .

(3.9)

with fixed material properties and variable thickness h e LT(Q). Hence we can use the convergence theory
developed for (3.9) in [22] to guarantee convergence of solutions to the discrete problems defined below towards
the solution of (3.8). Since this is not the main goal of this paper, we do not repeat here the details of this analysis
and only show how to reach the discrete version of (3.8).
To simplify the notations, we use the same symbols for the discrete objects (vectors) as for the 'continuüm'
ones (function). Assume that Q can be partitioned into m squares (éléments) Q^ i = 1, ..., m of the same
dimension (otherwise we use the Standard isoparametric concept, cf. [13]). Let us dénote by n the number of nodes
(vertices of the squares). Assume that p(x) is approximated by a function that is constant on each element, i.e.,
it is fully characterized by a vector p = (pv ..., pm) of its element values. Further assume that the displacement
vector u(x) is approximated by a continuous function that is bi-linear (linear in each coordinate) on every
element. Such a function can be written as

where ux is the value of u at ztth node and 'bl is the basis function associated with iith node (for details, see [13]).
Recall that, at each node, the displacement has two components, so M e U2n. For discussion on higher-order
finite-element approximation and the relation to so-called checkerboard phenomenon, see [11].
Further we define the discrete version of the set K of admissible displacements. Let v be the vector of direction
cosines of the local coordinate £2 {cf. (3.1)) and Ct the (n x 2 n) matrix that picks up from the displacements
vector u the two components associated with node number i. Also, let g e Ur be the vector of the gaps
a t r noc
*es of the discretized boundary Fc. With an rxln
matrix

C:=-

defined for the contact boundary nodes, the discrete admissible set (3.2) takes the form
R2n\Cu^g}.

K:={ue

For basis functions $fc, k = 1, ..., n, we define matrices
dx,
0

\2dx2 2'
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Now, for an element Qt, let 3\ be an index set of nodes belonging to this element. With
BTkBedx
being the element stiffness matrix and ƒ the discretized right-hand side, the discrete version of (3.8) takes the form:

(3.11)

max min

Here the constraint on resources

p dx ^ V is replaced by 2 />, ^ mV ; further we assume that t

mV and
yp
y
one would
skip the constraint p ^ t. (The latter only works for 'finite' values of m\\ for the asymptotic
analysis,
have to use a refined technique in the following, cf. [6].)
In the final step, we eliminate the variable p (analogously to the truss problem with variable i). Using again
the Minimax Theorem [27], we write (3.11) as

min max

(jUTA1u-fTu,...,^urAmu-fTu)

and, following steps (2.13) —» (2.15) —> (2.16), we arrive at the formulation
minimize - a -f
u e K, a. G U

u subject to

^~ uT Al u ^ - a,

i = 1, 2, ..., m

(3.12)

Z

which is exactly the same as the truss optimization problem (2.16) (m is a fixed parameter, so we can replace
mV by V = mV). Thus we can use the same optimization software, where only the part for generating the stiffness
matrices At differs. However, the character of these matrices is different from the truss design problem: the global
m

matrix 2) At is sparse now. To exploit this sparsity, in the Newton method we implemented a sparse skyline solver
for Systems of linear équations {cf., e.g. [5]).
3.4. Examples
Results for two numerical examples are presented in this section. The values of the 'density' function p are
depicted by gradations of grey: full black corresponds to high density, etc. We only consider single-load problems.
Example 3: The first example is analogous to the single-load truss problem from Example 2 {cf. fig. 6(a)).
Figure 8 shows the optimal material distribution (the values of function p) for the discretization by 61 x 13
éléments. Also shown are the directions and magnitudes of the principal stresses in the particular éléments.
Example 4: This example is taken from [24] to show the différences between our approach and the
variable-thickness sheet optimization. The geometry, forces and boundary conditions are shown in figure 9. The
function that détermines the gap between the body and the obstacle is defined as
6.4. x\
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Figure 8. — Example 3, optimal distribution of p , direction and magnitude of optimal principal stress.

with the origin at the left-lower corner, and symmetrically for the right-lower corner. The upper part (boundary
Fx ) is fixed in both directions. We first show a resuit for the problem without obstacles. It is depicted in figure 10
and is 'surprisingly' simple. The optimal material has zero stiffness outside the black région (that means, there
is no material there) and is only vertically stiff (and homogeneous) inside it. The optimal elasticity matrix inside
the black région reads as

The material consists here of infinitesimally many infinitésimally thin fibres. This resuit is in contrast to that for
the variable-thickness sheet problem where, due to nonzero Poisson ratio, the body is wider and wider as it
approaches the upper fixed boundary. (The conclusion is that one should be careful about which approach to
choose for topology optimization.)
Now let us return to the contact problem. The optimal material distribution for the example from figure 9 is
shown in figure 11. The optimized body partly uses the obstacle and partly the fixed part of the boundary to carry
the load. Figure 11 shows also the directions and magnitudes of principal stresses in the finite éléments.

4. THE PENALTY/BARRIER MULTIPLIERS (PBM) METHOD

In this section we present the PBM method [8], [9] which we used in our numerical computations. This chapter
is rather self-contained and we use here the standard notation from Mathematical Programming, e.g., ƒ for the
objective fonction, etc. So at this moment, the reader should forget the notation from the rest of the paper; we
hope that this is not too confusing.
PBM proved to be a very efficient tooi for solving problems (2.16), (3.12) and, in gênerai, large scale nonlinear
programs of the type
(P)
where ƒ and gx are nonlinear fonctions.
vol 32, n° 3, 1998
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Figure 9. — Example 4.

\\V\\V

mui
Figure 10. — Example 4 without contact, optimal distribution of p
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Figure 11. — Ex ample 4, optimal distribution of/); direction and magnitude of optimal principal stress.

The classical Lagrangian of the problem (P) is the function L : Un x U™ —» IR given by
(4.1)
We transform the constraints of problem ( F ) using an increasing twice differentiable, real-valued convex
function q>, with dom #> = (-<*>,&), 0 < b ^ «> which, in addition, has the following properties:

(ç?3)

lim <p'(z) = oo
T

(ç>4)
O5 )

—> b

lim Ç7/(^) = O
<p"(x) ^ jjfor all 0 ^ T ^ &, for some M > 0 .

Let p be a positive number; then the function p<p{ z/p ) has the same properties as q> and, in particular,
pcp{ zlp ) ^ 0

if and only if

r ^ 0.

Consequently, the constramts in problem ( P ) can be equi valently replaced by
Pi9(0l(x)/pl)^O9

/=!,..., m

(4.2)

where px > 0 is a penalty parameter for the ï-th constraint. The Lagrangian corresponding to minimizing
f(x) subject to the constraints (4.2) is
(4-3)
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We call this <£ augmentée Lagrangian for problem (P). It is easily verified, using the properties of <p, that
a pair (x*, A*) e Un x IR™ is a saddle point of the Lagrangian (4.1) if and only if it is a saddle point of the
augmented Lagrangian (4.3).
The methods from the PBM family are itérative. At each itération we minimize the augmented Lagrangian with
respect ot x
xk+l

= arg min Jï?(jt, k\ pk)

(4.4)

and update the multipliers and the penalty parameter:

pk

+l

=npk.

(4.6)

Here n is & penalty updating factor. A spécifie algorithm in the PBM family is determined by the particular choice
of the function <p.
The updating of multipliers (4.5) is motivated by the optimality condition at x + 1 (see (4.4))

Choosing Xk + l by (4.5), we further get
rts

k + 1\

O =ƒ(*
k+

, "^"^ <> k + l

) + 2JXI

//

9l(x

A: + 1 \ L

)= x(x
T

//

k + 1

>

k +l

Thus, for this choice of X \ x
is a minimizer of the classical Lagrangian (4.1). Moreover, a lower bound
for the optimal value of (P) is produced by the dual objective function:
ƒ(x ) ^ G( Xk + l ) = : min L( x, kk

+l

) = L( xk

The updating formula (4.5) can be explained more intuitively as follows: if xk + 1 is outside of the feasible set with
respect to the i-th constraint (gt(xk + : ) > 0) then the influence of this constraint grows since its multiplier
Xk is increased (recall that by property (<p2), (pXgt/pk) > 1 for positive gt\ hence Xk+ 1 > Xk).
Now we discuss examples of the function (p which give rise to some well-known multiplier methods.
1. The Classical Quadratic Augmented Lagrangian [26] is obtained by choosing

The quadratic branch has a smooth continuation by a constant, but the second derivative jumps at the joint,
causing difrlculties in using the Newton method for the minimization of J?(x, Xkypk).
2. The Ëxponential Method of Multipliers [28]
Here

3. Modified Barrier Method [25]
Here <p is a shifted logarithmic function:
#?( Z ) = - log ( 1 - T ),

- oo < T < 1 .
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In examples 2 and 3, the second derivative of <p is continuous, but the third derivative is very large for certain
values of T, again causing difficulties to the Newton method.
In the ncxt example, we present a "mixed quadratic-logarithrrüc" penalty function <p9 which will give rise to
our preferred (and implemented) multiplier method:
4. Quadratic-Logarithmic PBM Method [8] [9]
We set

T<f

where — 1 < f ^ 1 is a parameter fixing the joint point. The coefficients a, b, c, d, e, f are uniquely
determined by the requirement that q> is twice differentiable at x = f, and #>(0) = 0, <p'(0) = 1,
<p"(0) = 1. For example, if - 1 < f ^ 0 then

T SS f

We usually set f = — ^> as for this choice e = 0 and we get a pure (not shifted) logarithmic branch. This
function combines, in a sense, the advantages of the interior logarithmic penalty function underlying recent
interior-point polynomial-time algorithms, and those of external penalty, thus allowing to avoid serious computational difficulties arising in pure interior-point methods when they come close to the boundary of the feasible
domain. Now the second derivative q>ff is continuous and bounded for all x e IR ; this is advantageous when we
perform minimization step (4.4) of the algorithm by the modified Newton method with linesearch. Our choice of
the logarithmic-quadratic penalty function (4.7) usually reduces the number of Newton steps 2-3 times, compared
to the pure (shifted) logarithmic penalty, particularly for large-scale problems. Also, the linesearch needs much
less function and gradient évaluations (typically only 2-3). Moreover, the method is less sensitive to the choice
of the initial point x° and of the penalty parameter réduction factor n. For all problems we tested, the factor
n = 0.3 worked well (and this was not the case for other types of <p mentioned above). In our implementation
initial values are: p° = 1.0 and A° = 0.01.
We stop the unconstrained minimization in (4.4) as soon as either the decrease of the function (4.4) in one
Newton step is less than ap, of the norm of gradient || £?'x(x, Xk)\\ < a. Typically, a = 0.1, but sometimes a
less conservative strategy with a - 2, and with a slower penalty parameter updating, yields better results.
Whenever the multipliers are updated, their relative change is restricted by a factor ju:
fi ^ Af+ l /Af ^ 1/A/
(typically jU = 0.3). This pre vents a drastic change of the augmented Lagrangian, which could cause a large
number of Newton steps in the next itération. Also, it restricts the influence of inaccuracy in the minimization on
the values of the new multipliers, and moreover, prevents them from approaching zero too early.
After the penalty parameter achieves some limit value (say, 10~ 3 - 10" 6 ) , we do not update it any more, and
continue only with updating the multipliers.
Empirically, we observed a remarkable feature of the method: usually, after achieving accuracy of 4 or 5 digits
in the objective function value, every additional itération requires only one Newton step, adding typically a digit
of accuracy. (An analogous fact was proved in [20] for the MBF method applied to Linear Programming.) Due
to this property, the method is particularly efficient when high accuracy (up to 10-12 digits) is required.
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